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Gaunting consensus among predictions and outputs of multiple simulation models is a critical problem for understanding global climate change patterns. This requires similarity analysis of climate models which typically involve multiple data facets like space, time, input parameters, output variables, etc. Such model inter-comparison enables scientists to explore and develop different hypotheses about ecosystem processes and climate change indicators. While it is widely accepted that interactive visualization can enable scientists to better explore model similarity from different perspectives and different granularities of space and time, currently there is a lack of such visualization tools.

To fill this gap, the main contributions of this dissertation are grouped in three stages: Design Space Analysis, Visual Exploration, and Visual Analytics Approaches. In the first stage for Design Space Analysis, we understood the state-of-the-art of static visualizations that climate scientists use. Based on this exploratory study, we derived a design problem taxonomy of static plots. After analyzing the results of this study, as a follow-up, we set up another study on color map usage by climate scientists.
By reflecting on the inadequacies of the static visualizations, and because analysis of similarity and dissimilarity is a complex problem given the multiple facets involved in such comparisons. We designed a Visual Exploration tool. SimilarityExplorer is an exploratory visualization tool which facilitates visual intercomparison of climate model data and its multiple facets, like, space, time, similarity, output variables, etc.. Making it easier for climate scientists to explore model relationships from multiple perspectives.

Even with exploration tools, it is still difficult to analyze the whole dataset or explore the complete parameter space. That is why, in the third stage Visual Analytics Approaches, we analyzed how multiple descriptors of these models, namely, their structural characteristics and their outputs can be reconciled using a novel visual analytics paradigm ‘visual reconciliation’. Then, we proposed a topology-based framework to help study the differences in various models directly in the high dimensional data domain.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Climate scientists have made substantial progress in understanding the earth’s climate system, particularly at global and continental scales. Climate research is now focused on understanding climate change over wider ranges of time and finer-space scale, which generates ultra-scale datasets. At such scales, a single snapshot of data will result in a terabyte or more of data, and modest time scales will result in petabytes of data. An insightful analysis in climate science depends on using software tools to discover, access, manipulate, and visualize the datasets of interest. These data exploration tasks can be complex and time-consuming, and they frequently involve many resources from both the modeling and observational climate communities. However, currently there is a lack of flexible visual analytics techniques to support such complex exploration tasks, and this thesis aims to fill that gap.

In general, climate simulations refer to one or more output variables (e.g., temperature, precipitation, gross primary productivity). These simulations are run using multiple models, initial conditions, or parameterizations in order to gain confidence in the results and bound understanding. Consensus among model results is an important metric used for judging model performance. Analysis of model output similarity and dissimilarity is a complex problem because of the multiple facets involved in such comparisons: space, time, output variables, and model similarity. Thus, novel visualization techniques that integrate space, time, and similarity, are needed to let climate scientists efficiently explore models relationships from multiple perspectives. At the same time, the visualization techniques need to be augmented with automated analytical models for guiding the domain experts in their exploration, since manual exploration of the large parameter spaces is cumbersome.
The ever-growing data deluge has made visualization an important medium for intuitively portraying and communicating complex information, cutting across various disciplines such as climate sciences. However, creating visualizations demand significant time and effort, which often creates a bottleneck for domain experts \[1\]; and creating effective visualizations requires knowledge about visualization design principles and best practices. That is why, a systematic analysis of how climate scientists use and design visualizations is required for reflecting upon the causes and effects of design problems. It is important to follow-up this work with multiple user studies to understand the mismatch between visualization principles and the state-of-the-art in the climate science domain.

In this dissertation we tackle the problem of intercomparison of multifaceted climate data from three fronts: i) design space analysis, ii) visual exploration tools, and iii) visual analytics approaches.

The detailed discussion about these contributions is preceded by a background on climate modeling and model intercomparison goals which are relevant for this dissertation.

### 1.2 Climate Models

Climate scientists and ecologists (henceforth, we use the term “climate scientists” or “ecologists” interchangeably) build computer-based models to simulate, understand and predict climate systems. These models are based on mathematical representations that can incorporate the physics, chemistry, and other processes of the atmosphere, oceans and land. In this dissertation, we focus on two types of climate models:

**Terrestrial Biosphere Models (TBM).** TBMs simulate terrestrial ecosystem processes and the terrestrial-atmosphere carbon exchange in relation to prescribed boundary conditions: vegetation cover, soil properties, climate, etc. They have become an integral tool for extrapolating local observations and understanding to much larger terrestrial regions, as well as for testing hypotheses about how ecosystems will respond to changes in climate and nutrient availability \[2\]. TBMs can be used to attribute carbon sources (e.g., fires, farmlands) and sinks (e.g., forests, oceans) to explicit ecosystem processes.

**Species Distribution Models (SDM).** SDMs combine observations of species occurrence or abundance with environmental layers. They are used to gain ecological
insights and to predict distributions across various landscapes including terrestrial, freshwater, and marine realms. They help ecologists answer questions about the relationship between the environmental variables.

**Model Intercomparison.** A key approach for climate modeling is to use multiple models as a way to gain confidence in the results and bound understanding. Therefore, intercomparison of a suite of climate models over space, time, and different land cover types is an important research area. Thus, researchers want to know which models are similar, and why, when, and where they are similar. But the volume and complexity of model outputs present many challenges for analysis and visualization. Furthermore, to gain additional confidence in model output, researchers compare observations with model simulations in a benchmarking activity.

### 1.3 Thesis Statement

Effective understanding of similarities and differences among multiple climate models requires the combination of novel visual exploration techniques with automated analytical methods for enabling the climate scientists to identify salient patterns, and generate and validate hypotheses about climate phenomena.

### 1.4 Contributions

This dissertation proposes the use of novel visual analytics techniques for the purposes of exploration and analysis of climate data. The related contributions not only advance the scientific understanding of relationships among climate models, but also address important research challenges in the visualization community. These include multi-scale geospatial data exploration, correlating the effect of high-dimensional parameter spaces with model outputs, and finally, bridging the gap between the domain experts’ analysis goals and effective visualization techniques through participatory design processes.

Based on the three fronts we mentioned before, our contributions can be summarized as follows:

**In Design Space Analysis.**

- An Exploratory Study of Visualization Use and Design for Climate Model Comparison.
1. We propose a classification scheme that categorizes the design problems in the form of a descriptive taxonomy. The taxonomy is a first attempt for systematically categorizing the types, causes, and consequences of design problems in visualizations created by domain experts;

2. We demonstrate the use of the taxonomy for: i) identifying problem consequences and their trade-offs, ii) a detailed analysis of causes of matches and mismatches about design problems between visualization experts and climate scientists, and iii) feedback on redesigned solutions for a representative sample of problem instances;

3. We provide a summary and analysis of the findings for enabling scientists in designing improved visualizations, and for reflecting on the gaps and opportunities for visualization research.

- **Perceptual Evaluation of Color Scales for Climate Model Comparison** [5].
  1. We characterize geospatial data comparison tasks performed by climate scientists. These are (i) judging overall magnitude, (ii) evaluating differences in spatial variation, and (iii) identifying regions of maximal difference;
  2. We measure the performance of climate scientists in each of these tasks using different color scales;
  3. We compare the scientists’ quantitative performance against their perceived performances and preferences;

In *Visual Exploration Tools*.

- **SimilarityExplorer: A Visual Intercomparison Tool for Multifaceted Climate Data** [6].
  1. We propose a domain characterization for the TBM community by systematically defining the domain-specific intents for analyzing model similarity and characterizing the different facets of the data;
  2. We define a classification scheme for combining visualization tasks and multiple facets of climate model data in one integrated framework, which can be leveraged for translating the tasks into the visualization design;
  3. We present *SimilarityExplorer*, an exploratory visualization tool that facilitates similarity comparison tasks across both space and time through a set of coordinated multiple views;
  4. We present two case studies from climate scientists, who used our tool for a month for gaining scientific insights into model similarity.
in *Visual Analytics Approaches*.

- **Visual Reconciliation of Alternative Similarity Spaces in Climate Modeling** [7].
  1. We introduce a novel visual analytics paradigm: *visual reconciliation* as the problem of reconciling multiple alternative similarity spaces through visualization and interaction;
  2. We apply visual reconciliation to help climate scientists understand the dependency between alternative similarity spaces for climate models;
  3. We facilitate iterative refinement of groups with the help of a feedback loop and optimization techniques to guide the exploration;
  4. We present case studies that demonstrate the usefulness of our technique in the area of climate science.

- **Using Maximum Topology Matching to Explore Differences In Climate Models** [8].
  1. We introduce the concept of maximum topology matching that computes a locality-aware correspondence between similar extrema of two scalar functions.
  2. We design a visualization interface that allows ecologists to explore Species Distribution Models using their topological features and to study the differences between pairs of models found using maximum topological matching.
  3. We demonstrate the utility of the proposed framework through several use cases using different data sets and report the feedback obtained from ecologists.

### 1.5 Outline

In order to understand the common problems in climate data visualizations, in Chapter 2 we describe an exploratory study, developed closely with our collaborators. Based on this study, in Chapter 3 we explain the results of a user study to understand the mismatch between the visualization principles and the ubiquitous uses of rainbow colormap in the climate community. Next, in Chapter 4 we depict the SimilarityExplorer, a visual intercomparison tool for multifaceted climate data. Then, in Chapter 5 we introduce the visual reconciliation technique. In Chapter 6 we explain the topology-based framework to explore differences in various models directly in the high dimensional space. Finally in Chapter 7 we conclude the dissertation along with future work.
Chapter 2

An Exploratory Study of Visualization Use and Design for Climate Model Comparison

Creating visualizations demands significant time and effort, which often creates a bottleneck for domain experts [1]; and creating effective visualizations requires knowledge about visualization design principles and best practices. However, there has been little work on systematically judging the quality of visualizations used and created by non-experts in visualization. While authors like Tufte and Few [9, 10] have critiqued visualization examples and offered guidelines for better design, very few academic attempts exist for classifying types of design problems and judging their consequences, especially when domain experts design visualizations.

To fill this gap, in this chapter we describe a systematic analysis of how climate scientists use and design visualizations for reflecting upon the causes and effects of design problems. The data that we analyzed comprises of a series of semi-structured interviews with climate scientists, about visualizations collected from research papers and presentations.

The benefits of such an exploratory study are two-fold. First, it allows domain scientists to better critique their visualization designs and incorporate that knowledge into building more effective visual representations. Second, reflecting on the analysis of visualization design problems is an opportunity for the visualization community to investigate how the state-of-the-art in visualization meets the analysts’ needs, and introspect how design principles can be better applied to suit the evolving challenges in data presentation and communication. In this work we judge how well domain experts and visualization researchers agree on design problems, based on which we
Design problems in a stacked scatter plot stemming from over plotting and use of many different symbols.

Design problems in the multiple maps stemming from poor encoding of relative similarity.

Figure 2.1: Illustrating two common visualization use case scenarios and their associated visualization design problems, for comparing terrestrial biospheric models (figures adapted from [2]). In (a) stacked scatter plots with multiple visual symbols lead to an ineffective visual search for models and inefficient comparison of spread among their output variables. In (b) outliers indicated by red regions are clearly visible but similarity analysis among 17 different maps is difficult without any encoding that reflects relative similarity among the models.

redesigned some of their existing visualizations and judged the effectiveness of the solutions from their feedback.

In our study, we focus on comparison of terrestrial biospheric models. Typical visualization usage and design by climate scientists for such comparisons is shown in Figure 2.1. Figure 2.1(a) shows the use of scatter plot for comparing output variables for multiple models. Figure 2.1(b) shows the use of multiple maps for analyzing similarity of models over different spatial regions. The challenges for concise visual representation in these cases is non-trivial because of the underlying diversity and complexity of the data. The aim of this exploratory study was to find, for these complex analysis tasks, what are some recurring design problems. While we also found some examples of optimal visualization designs, our goal in this chapter was not to comment on the general state-of-the-art in visualization practice in climate science, but to focus on the problematic visualization designs and devise a model for describing those problems.